CONSTRUCTION
Cylinder housing Brass
Hardened steel (CY200T)
Cylinder plug Brass
Discs and washers Tin bronze
Number of discs 11

FINISHES AVAILABLE
Bright Chrome Satin Chrome Bright Brass

SCANDINAVIAN OVAL CYLINDERS WITH ADJUSTABLE TAILPIECE

SCANDINAVIAN HIGH SECURITY ROUND CYLINDERS.
Super solid hardened cylinder housing. Used mainly as double cylinder in applications where extra high security is required in wooden doors.

CONSTRUCTION
Cylinder housing Hardened steel
Cylinder plug Brass
Discs and washers Tin bronze
Number of discs 11

FINISHES AVAILABLE
Bright Chrome Satin Chrome Bright Brass

ABLOY® PROTEC² SCANDINAVIAN DOOR CYLINDERS CAN BE USED WITH MOST ABLOY®, ASSA/ RUKO AND TRIOVING LOCK CASES.

ABLOY® PROTEC² SCANDINAVIAN DOOR CYLINDERS CAN BE USED WITH MOST ABLOY®, ASSA/ RUKO AND TRIOVING LOCK CASES.
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